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tunein live radio consists of a very wide range of genres and categories. additionally, you can also
browse stations based on the language that you want to listen to and even an array of genres. tunein

gets a few looks because of its ability to incorporate rss feeds, so you can never miss out on your
favourite genres of music or stations. kixstream is arguably the best video on demand (vod) platform
in south-east asia. right from its launch in 2005, kixstream grabbed the attention of its audience by

offering live video streaming and the purchase of video on demand. in fact, kixstream took the
decision to charge its customers from the beginning. however, the streaming quality was not what the

developer had envisioned. kixstream was owned and operated by truevisions, a south korean
company, until august 2014, when kixstream was acquired by koe systems, one of the biggest media
and content aggregators across the globe. lime video was founded in 2005, and currently, it’s one of

the most popular video streaming services on the market. it has attracted around 5 million users from
200 countries and has been well received by the developers. the app supports live streaming of

videos as well as vod content from local indian broadcasters and movie streaming services. videos on
lime video are available in regular and mobile quality. for india, over 3,000 offline tv episodes are

accessible via lime tv. popcorn time is one of the most famous streaming apps. this app was originally
created to get around the ad blockers on many streaming apps. however, as a result of its

development, it lost its popularity to apps like netflix, prime video, etc. popcorn time was also pulled
off the google play store in the usa earlier this year.
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